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Charles Robert Darwin, FRS FRGS FLS FZS was an English naturalist, geologist and biologist, best known for his
contributions to the science of evolution. His proposition that all species of life have descended over time from and it
was not until the emergence of the modern evolutionary synthesis from the s to the.

Initially, Darwin worked with Wallace, and in , they publicly announced to the Linnaean Society of London
the theory of natural selection. In a way Darwin's theory provided complete freedom to science. In addition,
through high intelligence, language and long parental care, humans are the only creatures to have created a
rich culture. Darwin's legacy Although Darwin's theory of evolution has been modified over time, it remains
fundamental to the study of the natural world. He did not get around to proposing, but against his father's
advice he mentioned his ideas on transmutation. Inspired with "a burning zeal" to contribute, Darwin planned
to visit Tenerife with some classmates after graduation to study natural history in the tropics. However,
controversy surrounding its conflict with Creationism â€” the religious view that all of nature was born of God
â€” is still found among some people today. On his death in , in recognition of his scientific achievements,
Darwin was buried in Westminster Abbey, along with Isaac Newton, Michael Faraday, and other great English
scientists. An caricature following publication of The Descent of Man was typical of many showing Darwin
with an ape body, identifying him in popular culture as the leading author of evolutionary theory. His
conception of rapid speciation of isolated populations formed the basis for the well known neoevolutionary
concept of punctuated equilibrium. He theorised that as the land rose, oceanic islands sank, and coral reefs
round them grew to form atolls. Darwin, Charles English naturalist â€” Charles Darwin was the founder of
modern evolutionary thought, and the developer, along with Alfred Russel Wallace, of the theory that natural
selection is a principle driving force in evolution. Photograph of Charles Robert Darwin He is celebrated as
one the greatest British scientists who ever lived, but in his time his radical theories brought him into conflict
with members of the Church of England. It was not until the particulate nature of inheritance was discovered,
from the work of Gregor Mendel, that this problem was resolved. One day, Grant praised Lamarck 's
evolutionary ideas. In most cases, the struggle for existence is not an obvious battle, and some may not even
regard it as a struggle. Many biologists and philosophers deny the existence of universal laws in biology and
suggest that all regularities be stated in probabilistic terms, as nearly all so-called biological laws have
exceptions. The seeming variety, it was said, consisted of a limited number of natural kinds essences or types ,
each one forming a class. Origin of Species and Publication[ edit ] Throughout his life, Darwin corresponded
with scholarly groups, friends, and colleagues. I shall be delighted to hear how you think that this change may
have taken place, as no presently conceived opinions satisfy me on the subject. Those who did believe in
evolution around Darwin's time thought that it occurred by the inheritance of acquired characteristics, a theory
known as Lamarckism proposed by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. The ornithologist John Gould soon announced
that the Galapagos birds that Darwin had thought a mixture of blackbirds , " gros-beaks " and finches , were,
in fact, twelve separate species of finches. Despite the passing of a century before this new branch of
philosophy fully developed, its eventual form is based on Darwinian concepts. As a Unitarian , she welcomed
the radical implications of transmutation of species , promoted by Grant and younger surgeons influenced by
Geoffroy. Natural Theory and God[ edit ] Before Darwin's publications, natural theology dominated. Effects[
edit ] Darwin's observations, experiments, and theories affect many scientific fields, including ecology and
geology. By rejecting the constancy of populations, Darwin helped to introduce history into scientific thinking
and to promote a distinctly new approach to explanatory interpretation in science. Many wonder how, if
selection rewards the individual only for behavior that enhances his own survival and reproductive success,
such pure selfishness can lead to any sound ethics. The debate continues even today as is seen with the
creationism versus evolution controversy in some school systems. For the next decade, Darwin collected
evidence to support his theory, and discussed his ideas only with a small circle of colleagues. Only humanity,
as Darwin emphasized, has developed genuine ethical systems. On his travels Darwin collected plants, animals
and fossils, and took copious field notes. Lyell's uniformitarianism view opposed the generally-accepted
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catastrophism view proposed by Georges Cuvier. The question is frequently raisedâ€”and usually rebuffedâ€”
as to whether evolution adequately explains healthy human ethics. He also noted differences and similarities
among species found on the numerous islands of the Galapagos. It no longer requires God as creator or
designer although one is certainly still free to believe in God even if one accepts evolution. Then, Henslow's
brother-in-law was approached to replace Henslow, but he too rejected the job.


